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Message from the Chairman

SODRAC in the digital age
Dear members and colleagues,
We are going through years of significant transition for
everything related to copyright and the way in which works
are consumed. This transition has of course many impacts in
music, and on rights of reproduction especially. One of the
main changes that come from digital is the transition of the
music market from the idea of possessing works via download
or purchase of media such as CDs, to accessing works via
streaming.
Since we are in a constantly evolving industry, we have
sought to analyze in detail our traditional role as a collecting
society, as well as the relevance of what SODRAC represents
to authors, composers and publishers. The Executive Board
and the Board of Directors reviewed some key aspects of
SODRAC’s role, focusing specifically on two areas: our service
offer to members and business opportunities that will make
our services even more attractive.
SODRAC had a good financial year in 2015, with our perceptions
exceeding even those of 2014. However, the recent decision
of the Supreme Court in our arbitration with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation (SRC/CBC) and amendments to the
Copyright Act in 2012 have had a significant impact on our
royalties.
Regarding SRC/CBC, the decision of the Supreme Court was
only good in parts, because although the court did recognize
our right of reproduction, it returned the case to the Copyright
Board to reassess the royalties payable on the basis of certain
principles. We are confident of the outcome of this process,
but in the meantime it has a direct impact on our perceptions
and the amounts that SODRAC is able to distribute to its
members.
The impact of the many exceptions that were added to the
Copyright Law in 2012 has began to be felt. A long legal
battle will be necessary to clarify these exceptions, and the
recent decision by the Copyright Board for commercial radio
illustrates their importance. The Board has interpreted the
exceptions in a way that can reduce reproduction fees by more
than 50% in some cases. We have asked the Federal Court of
Appeal to conduct a judicial review of this judgment and are
awaiting its response.

Jehan Valiquet with artist Yann Perreau, SODRAC member
since 2000.
© Frédérique Ménard Aubin

It is important that SODRAC remains on the lookout for
various business opportunities, in a context where our
environment and markets evolve rapidly. SODRAC intends
to remain relevant and continue to respond to the needs of
authors, composers, music publishers or creators of visual arts
and crafts.
SODRAC held its Annual Meeting of Members on June 15,
2016. In the following pages you will find SODRAC’s activity
report and our financial report for 2015, which I cordially invite
you to read.

Jehan V. Valiquet
Chairman of the Board

SODRAC therefore continues to defend the rights of its
members in a variety of ways, either through legal proceedings
or by engaging in processes whose issues affect your rights
and artistic practices.
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SODRAC

Serving its members since 1985
The Society for Reproduction Rights of Authors, Composers
and Publishers in Canada (SODRAC) was co-founded in 1985
by the Société professionnelle des auteurs et des compositeurs
du Québec (SPACQ), the Société pour l’administration du droit
de reproduction mécanique (SDRM Canada), a subsidiary of
the Société des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Éditeurs de musique
(SACEM), and the Performing Rights Organization of Canada
Ltd. (PROCAN). In 2003, SODRAC modified its legal structure
and became a member-owned non-profit organization.
In Canada, SODRAC oversees the collective management of
reproduction rights on behalf of authors, composers and music
publishers, as well as of the various copyrights for creators in
the field of visual arts and crafts. In keeping with its mission,
SODRAC aims to make its repertoire of works accessible to a
broad-based clientele of users and to facilitate the use thereof
across all distribution platforms with a view to ensuring that
its members receive fair compensation for their work.
To that end, SODRAC exercises management society powers
as set out in the Copyright Act (R.S.C. (1985), c. C-42, s. 70
and following). In this regard, SODRAC enters into specific or
general licences with users. If it cannot reach an agreement
with certain categories of users, SODRAC submits proposed
tariffs to the Copyright Board of Canada with a view to
obtaining approval of the royalties payable by these users,
as well as determining the terms and conditions that must be
complied with when using works in its repertoire.
To support the achievement of its goals, SODRAC created
CMRRA/SODRAC Inc. (CSI), a joint venture with the Toronto
based Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency. CSI
grants licences to commercial radio stations, satellite radio
services, pay audio services and online music services under
which they are authorized to reproduce musical works in its
repertoire.

Board of directors
n Jehan V. Valiquet

Chair - Publisher, Elected

n Diane Juster

Vice-Chair - Composer, SPACQ Representative

n Nicole Beausoleil

Vice-Chair - Publisher, Elected

n Frédéric Wéber

Treasurer - Composer, Elected

n Lise Aubut

Secretary - Author, Elected

n François Cousineau

Director - Author, Elected

n Gérard Davoust

Director - Publisher, SACEM Representative

n Jean-François Denis

Director - Publisher, Elected

n Laurent Guardo

Director - Composer, Elected

n Toby Gendron

Director - Publisher, Elected

n Daniel Lavoie

Director - Author, Elected

SODRAC by department
n Alain Lauzon

General Manager

n Martin Lavallée

Director, Licencing and Legal Affairs

n Joël Martin

Director, IT and Operations

n Sophie Givernaud
Manager, Licencing

n Gilles Lessard

Manager, Visual Arts and Crafts

n Chantal Beaudoin

Manager, Member Services

n Lise Carle

Manager, Royalty Collection and Distribution

n Isabelle Boudreault
Accounting

n Éric Trudel

Manager, Communications

SODRAC’s General Manager Alain Lauzon
© SODRAC
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Licensing - Music

General agreements with TV broadcasters

Last year, we reported that SODRAC defended its positions on
television broadcasting before the Supreme Court of Canada,
arguing that the right of reproduction of musical works in the
legal saga that has opposed us to both French and English
networks of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (SRC/
CBC). We are pleased to say that on November 25, 2015, the
highest court in the land acknowledged the correctness of the
arguments put forward by SODRAC to promote the principle
of separate remuneration for reproductions of your works, in
addition to the one that results from synchronization licenses.
The Supreme Court acknowledged that synchronization
licenses granted by SODRAC did not include any implicit
authorization that would allow for broadcast-incidental
copies. Ultimately, since SODRAC expressly reserves the
right to levy royalties for all subsequent reproductions in its
licenses, it may legitimately require broadcasters to provide
monetary consideration for the making of such copies.

SODRAC is the first entity in North America to defend and
incorporate in its business model the principle of remuneration
that must be paid to you, in addition to the rights to
synchronize your works, for broadcast-incidental copies at
all subsequent stages of their exploitation. The Federal Court
of Appeal emphasized in its judgment that “SODRAC has
adopted this model in order to maximize the revenues of the
artists it represents”.
The Supreme Court’s decision that enshrines the full validity
of your rights will have a tangible impact primarily because
it confirms that it is legitimate for you to be able to follow
the economic life of your works and receive reasonable
remuneration in return for their current or future exploitations,
both in analog and digital.

Certification of tariffs

The Supreme Court also confirmed that these broadcastincidental copies, created for the purpose of broadcasting
programs on television and on the Internet, are actually
reproductions that are protected by the Copyright Act. It is
therefore quite reasonable for SODRAC to charge royalties
for these copies of your works.

As a canadian collective management society for reproduction
rights, SODRAC is authorized to negotiate mutual agreements
for the use of its repertoire or, if such agreements cannot be
reached, to make application under the Copyright Act to the
Copyright Board of Canada (www.cb-cda.gc.ca), which serves
as an economic regulatory organization.

The Supreme Court’s decision deals solely with questions
of law that have an impact on your royalties, but it is the
administrative tribunal of first instance, the Copyright
Board of Canada, which assesses these royalties. While
fully recognizing our right, the Supreme Court considers
that the Copyright Board should have taken into account
two principles, in addition to those already considered in its
analysis of the value of the broadcast-incidental copies: the
principle of “technological neutrality” and that of “balancing”
the interests of both users and rights holders.

The Copyright Board exercises various powers, e.g. it can
hold arbitration hearings on agreements between users and
collective societies. Either on a compulsory basis (in the case
of the tariffs it certifies) or upon application (by interested
parties), it can also set the royalties payable, along with terms
and conditions that users must abide by when reproducing
protected works administered by a collective society such
as SODRAC. In the case of tariffs certified by the Copyright
Board, since these rates apply to all works in our repertoire,
all SODRAC members and those of our sister societies stand
to benefit.

For this reason, the Supreme Court only referred this part of
the case to the Copyright Board for reconsideration of the
royalties payable by the SRC/CBC for the broadcast-incidental
copies in order to broadcast its programming on television
and the Internet. We are not starting from scratch, since for
the royalties for several rights have already been paid to us;
it is simply a matter of reassessing the royalties proposed by
SODRAC for broadcast-incidental copies, this time taking into
account the two aforementioned principles.

SODRAC obtains certification of tariffs relating to
reproductions of musical works in its repertoire in the
following areas: private copying, broadcasting (commercial
radio), audio downloads, streaming-on-demand subscription
services (online audio) and videocopies of cinematographic
works.
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Licensing - Music (cont.)

In 2015, SODRAC took part in the following
tariff-related proceedings and other matters
involving the Copyright Board (CB):
u Commercial radio stations: we are still awaiting the CB’s
decision on this tariff for the period 2012-2013. A tariff for
2014 was filed in May 2013, and on May 24, 2014, a tariff was
also proposed for the year 2015 (filed by CMRRA-SODRAC
Inc. - CSI). These tariffs should take into account the effects
of the exceptions to the rights of creators as introduced to
the Copyright Act in November of 2012 by the conservative
government at the time.
u Non-commercial radio stations: a proposed tariff for 2015
was submitted by CMRRA-SODRAC Inc. - CSI on March 31,
2014.
u Online music services: we are still awaiting the CB’s decision
following the hearing of the proposed tariff for the years 2011
to 2013 (filed by CMRRA-SODRAC Inc. - CSI) in November
of 2013. This decision will establish for the first time a value
to the right of reproduction of the works of the authors and
composers of music in webcasting. A tariff proposal was filed
on March 31, 2014 for the year 2015 (filed by CMRRA-SODRAC
Inc. - CSI).
u Online music services, music videos (SODRAC Tariff # 6):
we are still awaiting the decision of the CB for the years 2010
to 2013 following the hearing held in November 2013, along
with the hearing on the online music tariff.
u Distributors of copies of cinematographic works for private
or indoor use (SODRAC Tariff No. 5): on July 6, 2013, the CB
issued a decision following a review of the approved tariff for
the period 2009 to 2012. The Canadian Association of Film
Distributors & Exporters (CAFDE) appealed the decision and
the Federal Court of Appeal suspended the tariff on November
26, 2013. The case was returned to the CB for review and
approval of a new tariff for the years 2009 to 2012. The hearing
has not yet been scheduled.

New agreements
In 2015, SODRAC reached the following
agreements for the reproduction of musical
works in its repertoire:
u SODRAC - Association québécoise de l’industrie du disque,
du spectacle et de la vidéo (ADISQ): agreement for the
physical reproduction of musical works (April 14, 2015).
u SODRAC - Ministry of Education, Higher Education and
Research (MEESR): agreement for the reproduction of
musical works in an educational context (July 15, 2015).
u SODRAC (signed by CMRRA-SODRAC Inc. - CSI) - Hoopla:
license for the reproduction of works in an online music service
offered to libraries (November 4, 2015).
u SODRAC (signed by CMRRA-SODRAC Inc. - CSI) - Rdio:
license for the reproduction of works in an online music service
(November 12, 2015).
u SODRAC - Various independent audiovisual producers
throughout the year: a general license for the reproduction of
works for synchronization purposes in variety programs.

u Online film services (SODRAC Tariff No. 7 for musical works
incorporated into audiovisual works for transmission by a
service): on March 31, 2014, a proposed tariff was submitted
by SODRAC for the year 2015.
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Licensing - Visual Arts and
Crafts
Advocating for adoption of a resale right

2015 in overview
In 2015, approximately 80% of the royalties collected for the
various uses of the visual arts and crafts repertoire in Canada
has come from individual licenses issued by SODRAC for the
exhibition, reproduction and communication to the public of
its works.
The remaining portion of our perceptions comes from
reprographic royalties. Almost all of these were collected
from the Société québécoise de gestion collective des droits
de reproduction COPIBEC (Quebec collective management
society for reproduction rights), which manages photocopies
of printed works (books, newspapers and periodicals) in
Quebec, mainly in the educational sector. A smaller share
comes from Access Copyright which manages the same rights
over the rest of Canada.
It should be recalled that a legislative exception adopted
in 2012 allowing the “fair dealing of works for the purpose
of education” is beginning to create a negative impact on
the perceptions of reprographic rights. In Quebec, a major
university decided not to renew its license with COPIBEC on
the basis that the millions of pages it extracts from protected
literary works each year are covered by the exception. A
legal battle around the issue has begun and royalties for
photocopying could fall dramatically in the next few years.
SODRAC continued its discussions with four artists’
associations in order to agree on a license authorizing the
reproduction and public communication of its members’
works that are deposited in the Digital Warehouse of
Contemporary Art Works (ENOAC). These negotiations focus
on the recognition that it is up to SODRAC to authorize the
use of the works of its members by a user such as ENOAC.
This is in line with the Supreme Court of Canada’s findings in
its 2014 decision, which put an end to the case opposing two
artists’ associations to the National Gallery of Canada. This
decision clearly established that a collective society such as
SODRAC has the exclusive power to negotiate the conditions
and tariffs for the use of the works of the creators and rights
holders it represents because it holds and manages exclusively
their rights on the basis of contracts validly entered under the
Copyright Act.

The resale right has not yet been adopted in Canada, despite
the efforts made by SODRAC and artists’ groups in the most
recent revision of the Copyright Act in November of 2012. So
canadian creators and their heirs do not yet have a portion of
the resale price of their work, although this is the case in many
countries around the world and in all of the European Union.
Despite opposition from the Conservative Party in power in
2013, Liberal MP Scott Simms tabled a bill on an artist’s rights
with the support of Peter Stoffer, a New Democratic Party
(NDP) MP. Since a bill from a non-governing party is rarely
adopted, this bill did not pass, but with the Liberal Party in
power in 2015, the political climate is now more conducive
to the adoption of a resale right. We are continuing our work
leading up to the parliamentary review of the Copyright Act,
scheduled for 2017.
In this context, the study commissioned by the International
Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers (CISAC)
on the need to implement an international treaty on resale
right reviews existing laws and proposes the best modalities,
which could well fit into canadian legislation. In particular,
the study recommends that the administration of the resale
right be carried out by a collective society to ensure proper
supervision of the collection and distribution of royalties.
SODRAC is already playing a leading role in this regard, with
20 years of outstanding service to nearly 40,000 creators of
visual arts and crafts in Canada and internationally.

Defending your rights
SODRAC has worked hard over the last few years to defend
the rights of all the creators and rights holders it represents
in Canada in all kinds of situations where their works have
been used without authorization. Our interventions have
dealt with controversial issues such as the use of film
footage, photographs, drawings reproducing architectural
works or public art, or the amounts of royalties applicable to
specific uses, a field of expertise of SODRAC which has been
recognized by the courts.
Our actions in the defense of rights thus have the double
dimension of having the legitimacy of a counterpart of
royalties recognized for given uses of works, but also that of
establishing and preserving their value.
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Royalty Distribution

Rates and processes

IT developments

SODRAC distributes the royalties it collects four times year
to its members and its sister societies, i.e. on March 15, June
15, September 15 and December 15. Since the vast majority
of authorizations are granted under individual licences, our
distributions are primarily based on the effective use of works.

Thanks to the constant optimization of our computerized
rights management system, SODRAC always has the highest
performance tools at its disposal, thus ensuring that its
members and clients receive the most efficient services. This
essential process enables us to maintain the best ratio of
administration costs / amount of royalties collected.

In the music field, the commission rates are 10% for royalties
based on effective use, 15% for general agreements and 5%
for international collections.
In the visual arts and crafts field, the rates are 20% for royalties
based on effective use and 5% for international collections.

Royalties distributed in 2015
During 2015, SODRAC allocated a total of $ 9,295,664 to its
members and sister companies (compared to $ 11,012,316 in
2014):
u $ 3,751,329, or 40.36% of the total, was allocated to music
authors and composers (compared to $ 4,115,583 in 2014).
u $ 168,045, or 1.81% of the total, was allocated to members
in visual arts and crafts (compared to $ 218,904 in 2014).
u $ 3,758,500, or 40.43% of the total, was allocated to music
publishing members (compared to $ 4,243,141 in 2014).

In 2015, efforts were focused on making continuous
improvements to our online music service management
process (e.g. automating tasks and improving matching
capabilities and payment file processing). We continued to
roll out and optimize the electronic licensing process with
the majors, as provided for in the class action settlement
agreement.
Much of our software development efforts have focused on
developing the interface to efficiently manage the entire
process of negotiating and issuing synchronization licenses
for various audiovisual products (film, television, advertising,
etc.). This interface now makes it possible to accelerate all
tasks, consign all information in our central database and
eliminate communications in the form of paper.
At the end of 2015, an Extranet development project was
launched. This addition to our website will allow our members
to manage various aspects of their online account and will
give them access to their payment information and royalty
statements. Deployment is expected in the first half of 2016.
Other phases are planned.
The optimization of our key processes and technological tools
ensures that SODRAC is constantly modernizing its methods,
one of the five axes of its strategic plan.

u $ 1,617,789, or 17.4% of the total, was allocated to our
sister companies: $ 1,459,444 in music and $ 158,345 in
visual arts and crafts (compared with $ 2,434,688 in 2014 , $
2,230,000 in music and $ 204,688 in visual arts and crafts).
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Financial Report

Music royalties

DVD (videograms)

The 2015 financial year ended with national royalties collected
of $ 11,468,999 for music, an increase of more than 23%
compared to the $ 9,302,191 received in 2014. This large
increase is mainly the result of royalties collected in our general
agreements, of rights of 1st integration (synchronization) and
of digital rights.

Royalties collected for DVDs (videograms - television and
film productions) fell again in 2015 to $ 29,965, compared to
$ 58,025 in 2014. This decrease is due to the judicial review
of SODRAC Tariff 5, a process that paralyzes payments,
combined with the fact that the DVD market is shrinking in
favor of online services that offer streaming movies.

Phonographic royalties

Private copying

With $ 2,155,451 collected in 2015, compared with $ 2,525,716
the year before, collection of phonographic, physical rights
decreased by almost 15% during the year. The drop in sales
of phonograms in the francophone market is continuing and
is catching up with the fall elsewhere in the Canadian market.

General agreements

During 2015, we received $ 5,905,503 from our general
agreements with radio and TV broadcasters, and the Ministry
of Education, Higher Education and Research (MEESR). This
represents a 45% increase from 2014, when these royalties
amounted to $ 4,047,228.
The radio sector includes commercial, non-commercial,
satellite, corporate and digital radios. In 2015, commercial
radio experienced the greatest fluctuation, thanks to the
collection of retroactive amounts. These broadcasters used
the new exceptions introduced in the fall of 2012 to try to
reduce the royalties payable for the reproduction of musical
works. We are still awaiting the decision of the Copyright
Board of Canada as to the effect of these new provisions.
Television rights remained at a high level in 2015 due
to retroactive partial sums received from the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC/SRC).

Digital

We collected $ 1,276,440 for the reproduction of works in
the digital environment in fiscal year 2015. This represents
an increase of more than 33% compared to 2014, when we
collected $ 956,816 . Again this year, these royalties related
primarly to downloads. However, given the changing patterns
of music consumption, we have proposed other digital
reproduction rates for which the Copyright Board must make
decisions. We have not yet received royalties for on-demand
music services, which have only recently begun in Canada.

Perceptions for private audio copying totaled $ 938,446 in
2015, a 2% increase over royalties of $ 917,270 received in
2014. However, the erosion of private copying continues
in Canada and increase is due to a one-time allocation of
unclaimed sums following the closure of prior years.
Private copying in Canada applies only to audio. It is an
independent organization called the Canadian Private Copy
Collection Corporation (CPCC) that collects private copying
royalties; Sodrac is one of the six management companies
that administer this organization. We anticipate that
private copying, which now applies only to CDs, will soon be
extinguished in Canada, as the new copyright law that came
into force in 2012 did not extend it to digital media .

TV and video integration

By 2015, royalties collected for the 1st integration
(synchronization) of works for television productions and
music videos increased by more than 45%, with a total of $
1,163,194 compared to $ 797,136 the previous year.

International

The royalties paid by our sister companies in music total $
1,749,767 in 2015, a decrease of 21% compared to $ 2,231,332
received the previous year.

Visual arts and crafts: royalties collected

In 2015, we collected a total of $ 416,063 in Canada for the
uses of visual arts and crafts. This was a decrease of 21% from
the $ 528,971 in the prior year. This variation is attributable to
royalties collected from licenses.
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Collections and Distributions
NOTE: ALL AMOUNTS ARE IN CAD

Royalties collected
NATIONAL				2013			2014			2015		
MUSIC
Phonograms				

3 660 144		

2 525 716		

2 155 451

General agreements			

5 449 219		

4 047 228		

5 905 503

DVD (videograms)			193 490			58 025			29 965
Private copying				532 502			917 270			938 446
1st integration				701 852			797 136			1 163 194
Digital 					1 020 431		956 816			1 276 440
TOTAL MUSIC 				11 557 638		 9 302 191		 11 468 999
VISUAL ARTS AND CRAFTS		
TOTAL VISUAL ARTS AND CRAFTS		
TOTAL NATIONAL		

598 162			

		12 155 800		

528 971			

416 063

9 831 162		 11 885 062

INTERNATIONAL PERCEPTIONS		2013			2014			2015		
Music

				

2 206 310		

2 231 332		

1 720 100

Visual arts and crafts			50 639			42 189			29 666
TOTAL INTERNATIONAL		
GRAND TOTAL 		

2 256 949		 2 273 521		 1 749 767

		14 412 749		

12 104 683		
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Collections and Distributions (cont.)

International collections and distributions
			

from foreign sources to SODRAC		

from SODRAC to foreign sources

			2013		2014		2015		2013		2014		2015
MUSIC
SACEM - France

1 433 244

1 644 262

1 104 442

2 800 916

1 205 424

759 308

GEMA - Germany

311 517		

160 390		

284 668

263 659		

249 928

187 114

STEMRA - Netherlands 67 587		

63 085		

49 824		

97 892		

148 152		

85 891

SABAM - Belgium

130 340		

72 503		

45 513		

76 394		

71 024		

50 219

NCB - Scandinavia

19 664		

30 266		

16 635		

167 102		

204 677		

96 588

SUISA - Switzerland

62 139		

51 550		

41 757		

35 591		

26 224		

44 375

SIAE - Italy 		

32 095		

37 583		

46 653		

278 477		

194 607		

130 074

SGAE - Spain 		

6 900		

41 881		

4 070		

101 412		

59 862		

39 483

Others 			

142 824		

129 812		

126 538		

102 315		

70 102		

66 392

TOTAL MUSIC

2 206 310

2 231 332

1 720 100

3 923 758

2 230 000

1 459 444

VISUAL ARTS AND CRAFTS
ADAGP - France

14 532		

15 052		

103		

66 109		

48 331		

43 624

ARS - United States

3 367		

6 128		

5 701		

27 645		

32 454		

32 387

BILD-KUNST-Germany

432		

1 1579		

1 729		

22 909		

31 459		

20 491

VAGA - United States

-		-		-		16 655		13 515		11 132

Picasso Estate		-		-		-		16 636		22 695		11 845
VEGAP - Spain 		-		383		-		9 095		12 206		6 052
DACS- United Kingdom 228		472		615		6 335		22 463		3 123
SABAM - Belgium

15 040		

7 681		

13 371		

2 133		

710		

745

Pictoright - Netherlands 4 337		

5 808		

2 137		

1 904		

2 633		

985

Viscopy - Australia

9 319		

3 288		

4 755		

-		

391		

21 857

Others 			

3 384		

1 798		

1 255		

14 597		

17 831		

6 104

TOTAL ARTS

50 639		

42 189		

29 666		

184 018		

204 688

158 345

GRAND TOTAL

2 256 949

2 273 521

1 749 767

4 107 776

2 434 688

1 617 789
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